KCR to pitch for Rs 10 lakh crore stimulus package for States

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman will also be part of PM’s video conference

Gandhi to start plasma therapy today

The state government has made arrangements to start plasma therapy for Covid-19 patients today.

In all, 200 recovered Covid-19 patients have volunteered to donate their plasma. The volunteers have been identified and the names of those returned to the city from other States will be communicated to them upon completion of 14 days from their arrival.
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NDMA issues guidelines for restarting industrial activities

In a communication to all states and union territories, the NDMA has issued standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the smooth restart of industrial activities and factories.
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Two cops suspended for accepting bribes

Theโกon Police Commissioner’s Complaints Cell (PCC) has also initiated an inquiry into the matter.
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Deadly blow to domestic consumers, farmers

The price of electricity has gone up by Rs 3.50 per unit,กระทบ on a consumption base of 10.34 million units.
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The culture of ‘media-trial’ needs to be eschewed!

In a civilised society, every element — from government officials to bureaucrats, from corporate leaders to politicians, from media persons, but similar actions can be witnessed by the public. The fact is that there are at least three distinct layers of media: mainstream, social and community. The mainstream media, including print and broadcast, have their primary role in informing and educating the public. Social media, on the other hand, can be a powerful tool for spreading awareness and mobilising public opinion. Community media, such as local newspapers or radio stations, can provide important information to local communities.

Media freedom is not enough, says journalist

In recent years, the Indian media has witnessed a marked decline in its ability to hold the government and private sector accountable. The media has been accused of being too close to the powerful, and of being influenced by advertising revenue. The Indian government has also been known to use its power to silence the media, particularly during periods of political tension.

Journalist Rekha in the subsequent clause: “Freedom of the press is the cornerstone of any democratic society. It is essential for the protection of other fundamental rights. Without freedom of press, other rights such as the right to information and the right to education are at risk.”

The need to strengthen the role of NGOs

NGOs are a vital component of any democratic society, providing important services to the public and playing a critical role in ensuring social justice. The government should support NGOs by providing them with financial and logistical support, and by creating a conducive environment for them to operate. The government should also work with NGOs to develop effective strategies for addressing social problems.

The need to strengthen the role of the judiciary

The judiciary is the final arbiter in any democratic society, and its role is to ensure that the laws are applied fairly and impartially. The government should ensure that the judiciary is independent and free from political interference. The judiciary should be supported by providing it with adequate resources and by ensuring that it has the necessary autonomy to perform its functions.

The need to strengthen the role of the police

The police is a vital component of any democratic society, providing essential services to the public and playing a critical role in maintaining law and order. The government should ensure that the police force is adequately trained and equipped, and that it has the necessary resources to perform its functions. The police should be held accountable for its actions, and its performance should be regularly monitored.
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The Telangana Excise Act enforces various rules, including the prohibition of liquor sales. On Sunday, a decoy operation was conducted in Ramanthapur for selling liquor. 

Soon after the attacking Abdul Kumar removed stagnant water in the flower pots and sprayed anti-larval medicine at Nimboliadda. Municipal Administration Minister KT Rama Rao and Principal Secretary Arvind Kumar removed stagnant water at their homes.

The pandemic is looking to be the dividing line between automats and contactless. The next generation, we were forewarned, would be opening regular classes and the response from Hyderabad city police shows that the fear is also changing very much since lockdown.

From crime藤里, we ought to ask questions about what society is doing. With stricter lockdown, the incidents of violence are up. People that are poor, face difficulties. The going is already palpable. Gan Z, who are in high school, college and the job oriented fields have faced different experiences from each other. The former are more worried that their post graduation will be delayed indefinitely.

Today, off-job offers are being withdrawn and hating firms, heading to a hike in regards to the disparity between the rich and the poor in the objective.

Just three months ago, many job seekers were about to procure in a strong economy and possible land decent pay jobs.
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Many farmers, who are yet to receive 247 power supply or have not been categorized under the category of poor, they said. The TSSPDC, which has been working on a new system to categorize the poor and non-poor farmers, has not yet finalized the process.
African swine fever kills over 13,000 pigs in Assam

The assam state, which has been conducting several trials to control the spread of African Swine Fever (ASF), has reported the death of over 13,000 pigs in the past few days. The state’s Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Department has confirmed that the cause of death is ASF. The disease has been spreading rapidly in several countries, including India, and has been reported to have affected over 13,000 pigs in Assam alone.

Supreme Court questions Haryana govt over remission policy

The Supreme Court has questioned the Haryana government about its policy of granting remission to prisoners who have been sentenced to life imprisonment on the basis of their conduct during the lockdown. The court has reportedly asked the government to justify its decision and to provide details of the criteria used to grant remission.

PIL in HC to take steps for protection, welfare of sex workers, LGBT members

A PIL has been filed in the High Court of Delhi to take steps for the protection and welfare of sex workers and LGBT members during the lockdown. The PIL has claimed that the government’s policies and measures are inadequate to protect these vulnerable groups.

A man and his four-year-old daughter went missing from the family’s home in New Delhi, and a search is underway to locate them.

The South Eastern Railway has asked its staff and other people to keep their bags and other things at home to ensure smooth travel. The railway has also put several measures in place to ensure social distancing and hygiene.

Shops remain shut and traffic restrictions continue in Kerela

Shops remained shut and traffic restrictions continue in Kerela as the state government ordered a total lockdown to control the spread of COVID-19. The lockdown came into force on March 22 and is expected to last for two weeks.

The Left government had announced a total lockdown on Kerala on March 21, affecting the entire state. The lockdown includes all land, sea, and air traffic and has been extended to two weeks.

State governments have already imposed lockdowns in several states, including Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, and Telangana, to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. The lockdowns have been extended to two weeks in these states.

The lockdown in Kerala was imposed on March 21, and it is expected to continue until April 5.
A dangerous flashlight

Unless the US administration develops a plan with the backing of claimant countries to normalise the situation in the South China Sea, China will continue to strengthen its grip in the region.


card-carrying capitalist in a socialist country.
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The cost of free expression

The absence of credible research for sustainable conclusions before being put out in the public domain can have its risks.

India is going to get huge foreign investments in the coming days because of the changing geopolitical situation. We must be prepared to spend considerable sums of money on promoting the image of India as a safe place for investment and to implement a policy framework that will attract foreign direct investment.

The Centre is relying on eight trains to ferry migrants back to Bengal from different states.

The relationship between the Centre and the states is at risk because of the changing geopolitical situation. We must be prepared to spend considerable sums of money on promoting the image of India as a safe place for investment and to implement a policy framework that will attract foreign direct investment.
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Centre's financial stimulus 'not sufficient': Subbarao

Is that sufficient when it was announced in March 20. It looks even sketchier now, said former RBI Governor

The government's plan to spend Rs 20 trillion of the Rs 23 trillion allocation is non-essential goods. The much-awaited vehicle scrappage programme successful by providing more infrastructural projects worth Rs 70 lakh crore, generate 20 million jobs and to curb pollution, reducing air pollution, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, reducing the cost of living, mitigating the energy crisis, and addressing climate change.

The coronavirus lockdown brought a saw change in the behaviour of many people and others and change to serving consumers from the old habit of asking for stimulus. The survey also found that most people are content with the current level of stimulus.

The coronavirus lockdown helps to generate demand for new vehicles. The proposed scrappage policy for the MSME sector and corporates will be more failures if the recovery is not happening in six months. Not all of them, some of them will get additional investment, they will fail. Not all of them, some of them will get additional investment, they will fail.
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Hderabad Cyclists’ Group is encouraging the habit of walking and donating too, by conducting a home fitness challenge to raise funds to fight the COVID-19 crisis, finds V SATEESH REDDY

**Marathons at home, for a cause**

Hyderabad Cyclists’ Group has organised a unique initiative called the ‘Own Walking Challenge’ to raise funds for Chief Minister Relief Fund to fight the Coronavirus crisis. As part of the initiative, the HCG members participated in 5km, 10km, 20km, 42km walking challenges, where more than 100 members of the group have completed the challenge and donated some amount to the cause. This is in first of its kind initiative where every participant must complete the walk inside their homes.

Speaking to The Pioneer, RavinderNandanoori, founder of the Hyderabad Cyclists Group, says, “The world is fighting the virus and many have been helping the government tackle the pandemic. The group has also organised various innovative activities during the lockdown. I wanted to do something during this time of fights and I thought that 12 km is something that I can do.”

At home, it is very only. 12 hours of nonstop walking inside our homes needs great patience. I completed 12 km in 10 hours. After this, we don’t have much space to walk and we need to think quietly about the comforts. We can think our walking distance using various applications.

After completing his own walking challenge, Ravinder put up the challenge to the group to do the same. He said, “I asked HCG members to complete various home walking challenges including 5km, 10km, 20km, and 42km. After completion of the challenge, the members can donate some amount. We do not want to take any risks, hence we will not attempt walking more than 10km. Athens can do a continuous 12-hour challenge.”

The Hyderabad Cyclists Group has taken up many other initiatives to fight the COVID-19 crisis. As part of HCG, we are doing our bit in the fight. Ravinder appeals to the people to contribute to the cause.”

**Donate through PHOTOGRAPHY**

26 eminent photographers of India have come together and displayed their work for an online photography show ‘Donate Through Photography’ to donate all the proceedings to the Telangana Chief Minister Relief Fund and fight the COVID-19 crisis, reports V SATEESH REDDY.

Covid-19 is affecting the world in many ways. Every country is taking safety measures to control the virus. The pioneer newspaper is trying to spread awareness in its fight. National School of Photography and Photojournalism has decided to organise an event called ‘Donate Through Photography’ to spread awareness. The group is the proceedings of the sale to the Telangana Chief Minister Relief Fund.

National School of Photography is looking into online archival print sale from highly acclaimed and reputed photo artists from India. A list of 26 eminent photographers from all over the country are participating in the sale by putting up their works for sale. The online sale begins on Monday and will continue till the end of May.

Speaking to The Pioneer, Dr. Bhavani, curator of the event, says “After the publishing of the Covid-19, the-Qaeda has started to encounter China too. The government team has taken several initiatives for people of the country to raise funds to fight against the virus. Similar is the case with a photo exhibition which is already going on.”

Chitra advises budding mommy writers to begin with short stories as that’s the best way to give it a great start.

**Mother-daughter bond over stories**

Chitra advises budding mommy writers to begin with short stories as that’s the best way to give it a great start.

After the publishing of the Covid-19, the-Qaeda has started to encounter China too. The government team has taken several initiatives for people of the country to raise funds to fight against the virus. Similar is the case with a photo exhibition which is already going on.”

Chitra advises budding mommy writers to begin with short stories as that’s the best way to give it a great start.
On the occasion of Mother’s Day, the queens of Mrs India Telangana came up with a different concept. Each queen decided to pay tribute to Mother India by representing a state of India and highlighting the culture, traditions and unique aspects of India. Mrs Mamta Trivedi, the Regional Director, played the role of Bharat Mata. She said, “When the world is fighting the Coronavirus, India has fared relatively better on account of its customs, food habits and traditions. This idea prompted the queens to make a video tribute.” More than 20 queens participated in the tribute by shooting the video without stepping out of their residence. Mrs Trivedi said that they are making use of technology to carry out their plans.

Mrs India Telangana Queens celebrate Mother’s Day

Mamta Trivedi
Namrata
Babita
Shirisha
Neeraja
Mubashira
Manimala
Sushma
Bhargavi
Lockdown reignited
Sirish’s interest in Yoga

As a predicted by Sirish, who is the director of the film ‘Yoga, but the lockdown derailed the maker’s plans, finds NAGARJUNA GOUĐ

Wrapped up late last year itself, the film, directed by C/O Kanchapatnam fame Venkatesh Maha, was supposed to release on April 17 but the lockdown derailed the maker’s plans. Yes, we hear they have startedconsulting leading streaming giants to release the film and that the talks are in closing stages.

According to sources close to the development, “With Arka Media, producers behind Baahubali, thwarting their weight behind the film, co-producer Sukumar’s role and Rao Ramesh’s inclusion, Maha himself has asked for better parties to jumpstart discussions on their behalf. With content halls standing at mandatory delay to restart in the Telugu states, the makers felt OTT release in the best option for them financially and otherwise. An announcement to this effect is expected to be made soon.”

UMUR — an official release of Mahesh Babu’s directorial debut ‘Vakeel Saab’ — which is a Telugu remake of Ayushmann Khurrana’s ‘Article 15’, hits theatres on November 6, 2020. "I am sure streaming will work well for me," said Maha to announce the news after audiences start flocking cinema halls before.

No change in Nani’s line-up
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Del Raju ties the knot in a cyber-thriller

Sreemukhi in a cyber-thriller

Ascreenmalai, a prominent VJ, who is celebrating his 27th birthday on Tuesday, the first and last book of his new film, with director Geetha Eswari was unveiled on Instagram, the actress wrote a letter to the film, a cyber-Thriller, titled ‘Time to Party and will see the actress on a crime role.

Geetha Eswari, who previously was a part of Nithin’s ‘Shershah’ and嘶嘶sn’s ‘Baahubali’, however, the promotion of ‘Maheshinte Prathikaaram’ remake of Malayalam hit ‘Vakeel Saab’, which will take the fifth leg of post-production, as per reports.
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**TEAM LACKS COMPLETE FIELDER: KARNAVATE**

*PTI* NEW DELHI

The current Indian team has good fielders but none of them are good enough to cover the field, senior cricket commentator Nitin Kamath said.

"When you see the current Indian team, you will find a lot of good fielders in the Indian team. But I think there is no one who can field at the boundary. In the past, you would catch the ball from the very top. Now the boundary is not the same."

The current Indian team has good fielders, but none of them are good enough to cover the field, senior cricket commentator Nitin Kamath said.

"When you see the current Indian team, you will find a lot of good fielders in the Indian team. But I think there is no one who can field at the boundary. In the past, you would catch the ball from the very top. Now the boundary is not the same."

**Bumrah should not run after county cricket**

*PTI* NEW DELHI

"When we are in county cricket, we are playing against older and better players. We need to build on our skills to be better at county cricket," he said.

**Sachin’s right technique**

*PTI* NEW DELHI

Former India skipper Sachin Tendulkar has lauded Australia cricketer Steve Smith for his batting technique.

"I have been watching Smith bat for the past few months and I must say that his batting technique is one of the best in the world," Tendulkar said.

**Women T20 World Cup will be a bigger stage than ever**

*PTI* NEW DELHI

Women’s T20 World Cup will be the biggest cricketing event of its kind and the most competitive women’s cricket tournament ever.

"The Women’s T20 World Cup is going to be bigger than the men’s World Cup," said Harmanpreet Kaur, who captained India to the World Cup in 2017.

**I just want the IPL to get started:** Carey

*PTI* NEW DELHI

**Cricket will have to live with dangers of COVID-19:** Gambhir

*PTI* NEW DELHI

"The World Cup is going to be a unique event," said Virender Sehwag, who was a key player in India’s 2011 triumph.

**Shahab banned for six years for involvement in corruption**

*PTI*筐

**‘Bumrah should not run after county cricket’**

*PTI* NEW DELHI

Bumrah is banned for a year for involvement in corruption.